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I. Overview

III. Methods

IV. Results

Cumulative residence time plots show the fraction
of particles that remain in the sediment after a
given amount of time.

Permeability (K) is the capability of a porous rock or sediment to permit the flow of fluids through its pore spaces. Under streams, water flows
into and out of the surrounding sediments through a region called the hyporheic zone. Studying hyporheic flow and solute exchange is vital to
understanding the transportation and deposition of solutes (i.e. nutrients and pollutants) as this is the region of the stream where most biological
and chemical transformations take place. Hyporheic sediments are never truly homogenous and their permeability can vary by orders of
magnitude, but few models include heterogeneous permeability distributions. Specifically, the purpose of our project is to improve our
understanding of the effect of heterogeneous sediment layers within permeameters through simulation. We further constrained our
investigation to K distributions that are indistinguishable by the constant-head Hvorslev permeameter test, which is a common in situ
measurement technique [1,2]. We first simulated a constant-head permeameter with a variety of millimeter-scale K distributions using MATLAB
to specify inputs of head levels, boundaries, and localized K values. We then used the finite difference capability of MODFLOW [3] to calculate
the spatial head distributions of the system. From these spatial head distributions we calculated the volumetric flow rate, which in combination
with our system variables allowed us to use the Hvorslev constant-head equation to calculate a system K value for each permeability distribution.
We selected our K distributions to investigate the effect of noise within layered systems on hyporheic flow. We explored characteristic
parameters of a variety of noise functions (i.e. mean, variance) within layers and the effects of layer thickness and order within two-layer
systems. We then used the model to select distinct K distributions for which the model produced the same simulated system K value. These K
distributions were recreated in a dune/ripple-scale pumping model [4] in order to simulate hyporheic flow through these bedforms and extract
hyporheic residence time distributions.

II. Models

The graph to the right shows the cumulative residence
time plots for 30 runs of the UniformHigh0.02 over
UniformLow0.02 (cyan) and the UniformLow0.02
over UniformHigh0.02 (green). The average for each
set of runs is shown in red and the 95% confidence
intervals (1.96*standard deviation) are shown in blue.

This cumulative residence time graph
shows the effect of increasing the range of
uniform noise being included in two layer
systems. The results are very similar,
although there may be a trend of longer
residence times associated with larger
amounts of noise.

• MATLAB was used to define boundary conditions and K values
• A finite difference method was used to solve the Laplace Equation (using MODFLOW [3])
─ Water flowing into cell = water flowing out of cell
• The resulting head values were used to calculate velocity distributions

Permeameter Model

We considered two mean K values: Low = 0.02 cm/s and High = 0.05 cm/s

Hyporheic Pumping Model

• Homogenous: The same K value in every cell
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• Uniform: Each cell is an independent K value selected from a uniform noise
distribution centered around the given mean, µ, and range.

This cumulative residence time graph
compares cases paired with Homogenous
Low. The results are all very similar except
for T-PROGS over Homogenous Low, which
shows longer residence times than the
others.

• T-PROGS: Two values (0.02 cm/s and 0.05 cm/s) were assigned to specific cells
assigned by the Transition Probability Geostatistical Software [5], which created a
highly connected and more natural K distribution using spatial correlation and
spatial Markov chains.
• Gaussian: Each cell is an independent K value selected from a normal distribution
with a mean of 0.05 cm/s with a standard deviation of 0.0115 cm/s, which is the
same standard deviation as that associated with the Uniform High 0.02 case.
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• Cube: For method “Cube N”, the full grid is partitioned into cubes of side length N,
where the center of each cube is selected from a uniform noise distribution with a
mean of 0.05 cm/s and a range of 0.02 cm/s. Each of the surrounding cells in the
cube is selected from a uniform distribution with a mean equal to the center cell
and a range of 0.01 cm/s.
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System boundaries
System boundaries

Layer divide

Top Layer: Homogenous Low

Bottom Layer: Cube 3
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Naming scheme: Top Layer over Bottom Layer.
Example in figure: Homogeneous Low over Cube 3.
Layer divide is the last cell of the top layer.
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K: Permeability
Q: Volumetric discharge
D: Column diameter
L: Length of column
submerged in sediment
 m: Isotropic transformation
(approximated as 1)
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Hvorslev constanthead equation [1,2]
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V. Conclusions and Future Work
We hypothesized that relatively small variations of K values would have a significant effect on flow through
sediments both within a permeameter and in a three-dimensional hyporheic system. However, the results did not
support this hypothesis. In the first part of this study we found that increased noise or K variability had very little
effect on the overall permeability in the permeameter model. The layer divides for all Low over High cases were
29 or 30 while the layer divides for all High over Low cases were 37 or 38 with one exception, Uniform High 0.02
over Uniform Low 0.02, which had a layer divide of 39. This exception suggests that larger noise ranges may
provide observably different results. In the second part of the study the hyporheic pumping model also showed
little variation for systems containing noise regardless of whether we used uniform, Gaussian, or “cube” noise.
This provides support for the commonly made assumption of homogenous K distributions when variations in K
values are low. In natural systems permeability values can vary by orders of magnitude, while ours varied by only
a factor of 2.5. In the future we would like to investigate larger variations between mean permeability values and
run more cases 30 times in order to distinguish statistically significant trends. T-PROGS over Uniform Low resulted
in significantly different cumulative residence time distributions. Unlike the other cases, T-PROGS had a mixture
of high and low K’s within its layer, which decreased the speed through this layer, separating it from the other
cases. In the future we would also like to consider the importance of the locations of the high and low
permeability values, and experiment further with other mathematical equations that could be used to create
different distributions.
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